GitHub Usage

Open Issues
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#6 - How this this fit? BCP 9

BCP 9/RFC 2026 defines the standards process

But it doesn’t really deal with developing specs much

BCP 9 deals mainly with the approval process and what comes after

Proposal: no change in this document
#6 - How this this fit? BCP 25

BCP 25/RFC 2418 defines the working group process

    BCP 25 is very high level, this document is much more detail oriented

Most uses of GitHub relate to management of artifacts mentioned in BCP 25

    Primarily documents

    Some groups use it for charters and session planning

Proposal: only documents in scope (but observe that advice might still be useful)
#5 - Abuse mitigation

GitHub isn’t immune to disruption and spam

Moderation tools exist, usually on a per-repo basis

Q: Does it make sense to treat GitHub as a mailing list for the purposes of a PR action?

Q: Is there a need for tooling to support moderation?